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P R E S E N T A T I O N 
 
Harish Chidambaran 
 
Hello. It is a pleasure to present iLearningEngines to all of you. I am Harish Chidambaran,  
Founder and CEO of iLearningEngines. iLearningEngines is an enterprise AI platform for learning and work 
automation and information intelligence. Companies use our platform to productize their institutional 
knowledge, to make their institutional knowledge into valuable IP used to drive mission critical outcomes at 
scale. 
 
Before we begin, I would like to note that this presentation contains forward-looking statements, including 
iLearningEngines’s and Arrowroot’s expectations of future financial and business performance and 
conditions, and the industry outlook. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties. The 
information discussed today is qualified in its entirety by the filings with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission that have been filed to date and will be filed in the future by Arrowroot Acquisition Corp.  
 
Turning to the business, we are an AI platform at scale, powering 3.2 million users.  We have invested over 
100,000 hours of R&D to build a proprietary AI and learning platform and what we consider a category 
defining company in the area of learning in work automation and information intelligence. We believe we 
are a disruptor in the world of learning and work automation, largely driven by our specialized data sets, 
and a strong supervision of our AI outputs, which is a huge value add versus the uncontrolled Open AI 
approaches out there.  Enterprises can get both the power of AI without the downside risks.  The result is 
one of the fastest growing technology companies over the past few years, while being profitable.  
 
Starting at Slide 8 of our Investor Deck, I want to touch on some of the key highlights for the Company. We 
closed 2022 with GAAP revenue of $309 million, a 42% growth over the previous year. The Company has 
strong gross margin of 70%, and a strong net dollar retention rate of 119%, largely on the back of our 
organic growth strategy. As we go forward with our partnership with Arrowroot, we will look to compliment 
that organic growth with a strong M&A strategy as well. We have been able to generate this growth while 
also achieving profitability. We achieved $12 million dollars in EBITDA in 2022.  
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What is really exciting is that we are addressing an enormous market opportunity here at the intersection 
of two $200-plus billion plus markets, the global AI, and the global e-learning markets, so there is 
tremendous room for growth for many years to come. 
 
We are an AI powered learning automation and information intelligence platform. We have a very strong 
and specific use cases, using AI to improve learning and learning automation inside organizations. We think 
this is a very critical use of AI, and as I just noted, we think it will be an enormously large addressable 
market. 
  
We met the Arrowroot team almost a year ago and have worked very closely with them since then.  They 
bring a deep understanding of and a very strong track record in both enterprise software and mergers and 
acquisitions. Having them as a partner in this journey is something we are very excited about.  
 
Let me now introduce Matthew Safaii. 
 

Matthew Safaii 
 
Thanks Harish, I am Matthew Safaii, the Founder of Arrowroot Capital. We are equally excited about this 
partnership. As Harish stated, this is an AI business, which we believe is the most exciting sector in the 
world right now. iLearningEngines has a proven enterprise grade learning automation platform, and they 
are doing it at scale.  
 
With me is Tom Olivier, President and CFO of Arrowroot Acquisition Corporation, the privately sponsored 
SPAC, with a profile on Slide 10.  
 
Arrowroot Capital is a 10-year-old growth equity firm focused solely on enterprise software. Over two years 
ago we started Arrowroot Acquisition Corporation, and the overarching thesis was that we were going to 
look for category defining software businesses. We believe we certainly found one of those here with 
iLearningEngines and this is why we are excited about this transaction.  
 
To further go on why are we excited? Let me provide some reasons on Slide 11. We are talking about a 
valuation of roughly a 3x 2023 ARR for a recurring revenue business with a substantial portion of revenue 
that is already contracted. We think that's a very attractive valuation. The Company is in rarified air when it 
comes to the size and metrics of a private business that is coming public. They've been profitable, and as 
Harish likes to say, they’ve been profitable before it was in vogue. This is an extremely cash efficient 
business, extremely sticky business. It's in a massive, exciting market in AI. It's got a global and diverse 
customer base. 
  
Finally, we believe there's a big opportunity for M&A here. Harish will go into how this technology makes 
other platforms better with its AI technology. We believe that there are many $5 million to $20-plus million 
ARR businesses is this space to be consolidated, and as a public entity, we'd be able to do that. And of 
course, it's a fantastic management team that we’re excited to partner with. 
 
With that background, let me turn it back over to Harish to walk you through some details. 
 

Harish Chidambaran 
 
So beginning on Slide 13, we are positioned to be a category disruptor in the area of AI, and its very specific 
use case around learning and work automation. We feel like we have a very strong first mover advantage, 
we have built some very significant moats in our business especially around our specialized learning and 
engagement data sets. Learning and work automation is a product really positioned at the intersection of 
two very large markets, our $200-plus billion global e-learning market and a similar sized global AI market. 
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At the intersection of these two is a sweet spot around learning automation. We feel like this is a category 
defining opportunity that impacts several industry verticals.  
 
Turning to Slide 14, in addition to the sheer size of the market opportunity, we have two specific tailwinds 
behind us. First is the demand for automation and autonomous learning inside enterprises. The corporate 
learning market is one of the fastest growing markets with significant tailwinds, and there is big demand for 
automation here.  
 
The second strong trend is a desire to productize enterprise knowledge. Historically, we heard things like 
the McKinsey way, the Amazon way, the HP way. This kind of institutional knowledge has built over time, 
and people actually coming into work every day. As we move towards a more distributed work environment, 
there's a strong need for a platform for every company to really preserve institutional knowledge and 
enhance institutional knowledge. In particular, education systems need to build out learning products that 
can expand revenue. So, the private education market is an area where we have seen strong interest.  
 
On the back of these two trends, we think there's a tremendous opportunity for us. 
 
Turning to Slide 16. iLearning at its core. is a learning automation and information intelligence platform. We 
work inside organizations. Companies use our platform to productize their institutional knowledge, to make 
their institutional knowledge into valuable IP used to drive mission critical outcomes at scale. 
  
When we go into any company, the first thing we do is help them build out an intelligent Knowledge Cloud, 
which you can think of as the enterprise brain, or productization of institutional knowledge. All the content 
that is home grown inside the enterprise, any content the Company has licensed from third parties, or from 
the open Internet, this is the place all that gets stored. Our AI platform is able to ingest that content, convert 
it into learning and knowledge artifacts and embed intelligence into these artifacts.   
 
For example, a platform can take a PDF document or a video and convert that content into a course or 
learning module, embedding a lot of intelligence into it as it gets stored in the Knowledge Cloud. Once the 
Knowledge Cloud has been built, our product uses what's called a no-code AI canvas to help set up 
workflows to connect it to this Knowledge Cloud and the content from this Knowledge Cloud is then used 
broadly to do three things.  
 
One, to feed that content into a learning automation ecosystem, an autonomous learning infrastructure, so 
companies can deliver very company-specific training to their employees and other stakeholders. 
 
Second, this content is fed into various enterprise expert chat bots of cognitive assistance so subject matter 
expertise around every process is available to the users at their fingertips.  
 
The third thing is you can take this content from the Knowledge Cloud and feed it into various smart 
decision-making systems such as smart risk management systems inside insurance companies.  
 
So, using this Knowledge Cloud as the core infrastructure, we are able to deliver highly cross functional 
and multi-vertical offerings into various enterprises business units. 
 

Matthew Safaii 
 
We were very impressed when we saw what iLearning can do.  What this business does, is integrates into 
all the various corporate systems, human capital systems, CRM, Slack channels, etc, as well as all the 
various interactions and content within an organization and it creates this Knowledge Cloud. Then via AI in 
automated fashion can create ingestible content for the learner and curriculums around it including creating 
quizzes and various whatnots around it using AI. 
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So, the Knowledge Cloud is changing, so is the curriculum, and this makes the best outcome for the end 
user. That's the paradigm shift in this market. That's the power of AI and that's what iLearning has created. 
 

Harish Chidambaran 
 
Turning to Slide 17, what we are really excited about is that we’re disrupting this category. We have 
pioneered the concept of learning automation and autonomous learning inside enterprises. What we are 
doing to the learning world is similar to what Apple and Google have done with their smartphones, or what 
Slack and Zoom have done to the Communications industry. We are very excited about the kind of power 
we have here. 
 
On Slide 18 we have been spending a significant amount of time building our own AI platform, we have 
invested over 100,000 hours of R&D to develop 40-plus proprietary algorithms. The core team at iLE has 
come from Silicon Valley from the pedigree of computer architectures, microprocessor design, and building 
highly robust scalable systems. That's really what we set out to build here, a proprietary AI platform that 
can truly transform learning inside the enterprise. Over to you Matt. 
 

Matthew Safaii 
 
iLearning has met with a lot of Fortune 500 companies, in the past 60 days, what we’ve seen, that’s 
completely unscheduled, is that these companies are bringing in the CEO to the meetings. It’s because AI 
technology is a global strategy for them, and they have to learn about it.  
 
One of their fears with Chat GPT is that it might go off the rails and say something out of their control. This 
is due to ingesting all public data. With iLearning you're using a definitive data set from the enterprise, so 
it'll stay within that sort of buffer zone. In learning, corporate or and even ed-tech, you can't go off the rails 
and that's what iLearningEngines protects. They bring in the subset data points to train the machine up. 
 

Harish Chidambaran 
 
Matt, that's very well said. When it comes to any mission critical application close enough is not good 
enough, you have to be absolutely right. Now I just want to focus on a few key accelerators and what some 
of the capabilities are. 
  
Starting on Slide 19, the core of what iLE has is what we call a no-code AI canvas. This canvas provides 
the ability to integrate to all the various systems inside an organization. So, we have a fully integrated 
platform without writing custom code. This AI canvas allows you to integrate to all the systems inside the 
enterprise. The platform is also used to set up various workflows to connect to the Knowledge Cloud. Using 
these integrations, iLE is able to extract both process gaps and competency gaps. So, if you are an e-
commerce company, you can look at this and say, hey, how are we doing on our supply chain metrics? Or 
if you're an oil and gas company, how are we doing on safety metrics, both from a process perspective and 
a human competency perspective. 
 
Turning to Slide 20. On the other side, our platform now connects to all the different content systems, 
homegrown systems, content that's licensed, all content from the open Internet. iLE, in an automated or 
intelligent fashion, is then able to deliver this content to end users to remedy any process or competency 
gaps, and this content is delivered through the various systems of productivity inside the company.  
 
For example, if a company is using Microsoft teams inside their enterprise or Slack, the content is delivered 
to such messenger channels. So, in many ways, iLE is kind of embedded inside the enterprise, running in 
the background is what we call the GPS of learning.  
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Moving to Slide 21, another significant capability of the iLE is the ability to augment existing content. While 
we don't do independent content offering or development, what we are able to do is help organizations take 
existing content from the enterprise, whether it's in a PDF format, or any other format like video or audio, 
our AI is able to scan a paragraph inside a document and generate questions around what's being 
discussed in the paragraph. Identify where the answers are. Where the review sections are.  So, in a very 
short time, we are able to take a base content, and convert it to a learning modular course.  
 
Subject matter experts around each process inside the enterprise can take what the AI is putting out there 
and tailoring it for their most specific users and most specific needs.  This is an example of where AI is 
really a productivity enhancer. Without this the process of converting content into a course, it would take 
much longer and would be much more expensive to create a course. Using our technology companies can 
create learning artifacts and have a content strategy that is really disruptive. 
 
Turning to Slide 22 we do the same thing with content in audio or video form. So, using these capabilities, 
companies can create a vast array of learning prescriptions which are then stored into the Knowledge 
Cloud. The Knowledge Cloud can be viewed as where all the enterprise content is managed as Enterprise 
IP and owned by the Enterprise IP.  
 
Moving to Slide 23 you can almost think of the Knowledge Cloud as the company brain. The Company’s 
entire institutional knowledge is established here. As I said earlier, this need to productize institutional 
knowledge has never been greater. We have gone to a world where we are very much in a very distributed 
work environment today. The big concern for most companies is, if we are now pivoting to a distributed 
workplace, how do we create and build this company knowledge and culture? The Knowledge Cloud, we 
think, is a very strong representation of that.  
 
By disrupting both the cost and effort involved in building content, we are able to impact learning at scale, 
for applications that go well beyond learning into broader work automation.  
 
On Slide 24 I want to spend a few minutes just talking about our specialized data sets, which we think 
create a very strong, competitive moat. One of the key things in intelligent learning is to understand how 
people engage with learning content. So, if you are an enterprise shipping company, how are people inside 
the enterprise engaging with safety or maintenance content? How do finance folks engage with compliance 
or other training content? This is highly specialized data that we are able to generate inside these 
organizations. This is not content that is available readily available out there, and this creates very 
significant competitive moat.  
 
Turning to Slide 25, I just want to talk a little bit about a case study that brings this all together. We had a 
shipping company that came to us because they were recovering from a significant accident. Most 
companies wouldn’t get a second chance from something like this. They were fortunate to get a second 
chance, and they knew they wouldn't get a third chance. So, their big problem was, how do we make sure 
accidents like this don’t happen again, how do we stop it? It was no longer a theoretical decision of what 
kind of learning is better, audio or video, in-house versus online, it is how do we put a system of learning in 
place to reduce employee errors.  
 
The first thing that we did was to help them create the institutional Knowledge Cloud, the institutional cloud 
built on the key KPIs. On the other side, our AI was integrating to the various systems, like the crew manifest 
systems and the vessel management systems to really capture process and competency gaps. The system 
was rolled out, and what we saw was the amount of content being consumed in the organization went up 
58 times, but the key thing was the impact around the various metrics. The company achieved  130% 
increase in eye on safety cards and had zero time lost due to injuries over the last three years.  
 
I want to pivot to our go-to-market strategy on Slide 26. Today, iLE is in 12 industry verticals, today 
supporting 1,000 plus end-customers. We have a Channel strategy that allows us to go into these verticals 
with Channel partners who bring an expertise and understanding of these industry verticals.  
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A core aspect of our selling is proof of concept-based selling, and what we call it a defined POC. The power 
of seeing how iLE works inside their own network is very powerful, and for us this has been incredibly 
successful, historically we’ve had over 70% conversion rate on our POCs. This has allowed us to have an 
efficient sales cycle of around six to eight months.  
 
On top of this organic growth opportunity, there's an opportunity here, from an M&A perspective, particularly 
in the learning world. There are a lot of very fragmented players,  largely with  legacy technology products.  
 

Matthew Safaii  
 
I do want to stress the M&A strategy. eLearning is a fragmented market in various sub sectors, in tech and 
in corporate training, where iLearning could make  target company’s product better, especially as we absorb 
subset data sets and create curriculums around them. This is something that Arrowroot Capital really can 
help with. 
 

Harish Chidambaran 
 
The last thing I want say is the ability for us to build an iLE inside ecosystem, much like the intel inside 
strategy that we all heard about. The opportunity for us to build an ecosystem where iLE AI is powering 
content players, software players, and data and analytics players is incredibly exciting.  
 
Turning to our pricing strategy, there are two key components in our pricing strategy. iLE has both a per 
user strategy as well as a per subject matter expert strategy. Subject matter would be staff level people 
within organizations who can be seen as the gatekeepers of institutional knowledge. 
 
Turning now to Slide 27, as I mentioned, we work very closely with our Channel partners. We have some 
concentration with our Channel partners, but each of these Channel partners has a number of end 
customers behind them.  
 
Turning now to the competitive environment on Slide 29. As a learning automation platform, we feel there 
are two broad markets of competitors. One is the legacy learning platforms with companies such as 
Cornerstone, Skillsoft, etc. These are typically companies who sell to HR departments inside enterprises. 
At iLE, we are always focused on selling into the business units. One of the key requirements for any 
business unit is they want us to be integrated into the various systems, take their content, augment that for 
learning and deliver that learning into their various messaging channels.   
 
The other competitive group is really the traditional AI ML platforms. The legacy AI players, like IBM Watson 
and others.  One of our biggest differentiators is our specialized data sets, and our no code AI that allows 
us to integrate with enterprise systems and simplify implementation.  
 
In both of these categories we feel like we have a pretty strong competitive advantages. That said, there 
are always new players coming into the market, and will continue to work very hard to keep our edge.  
 
With that, I would like to hand it over to our CFO Farhan. 
 

Farhan Naqvi 
 
Thanks, Harish, and hello everyone. I am Farhan Naqvi, the CFO of iLearningEngines.  I would like to start 
with a high-level overview of the Company’s financials on Slide 31.  
 
In the last year alone, we grew our business north of 40% from about $218 million in 2021 to $309 million 
last year. This year we are on track to achieve our projection of about $419 million in revenue. 
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We are an AI first, R&D company, and the growth highlighted above has primarily been driven by the 
investments that we've made into our R&D and product development. To give you an idea, our R&D spend 
last year was about 32% of our revenue base, which is significantly higher than the industry average, and 
in the top right quadrant of even the most R&D focused software companies. We have funded this 
investment and generated this growth while being profitable. We broke even for the first time in 2020 and 
have been EBITDA positive since then. The heavy R&D and Sales & Marketing spends also provides us 
very important tools to closely manage our cash flow going forward. I'll get into the details on this point in a 
few minutes. 
 
Turning to Slide 32 I’ll dig deeper into the quality of the revenue, and within that I would like you to take 
note of two key points. 
 
First, is the recurring nature of the revenue. As illustrated in the P&L in the appendix, almost 97% of our 
revenue is subscription based, and hence recurring in nature and that shows up complete in our ARR.  
 
The second point is the high retention rates. Given this product is built on a platform basis, the retention 
rates that we have are very high. We had net retention of 119% in 2022.  
 
On Slide 33 I’ll shift briefly to what does the future look like for us? We expect the growth rates to remain 
at this high level. We expect to improve our margin in the short term. A significant portion of that 
improvement will come from our ability to reduce the R&D as a percentage of revenue. While the absolute 
amount of R&D expense will continue to be high, as a percentage, we expect it will come down moving 
forward as we grow our revenue. 
 
The last thing that I would like to draw your attention to is the visibility of the pipeline. Most of our contracts 
are multi-year in nature, which gives us very good visibility into the numbers that we project out for this 
year, and for the year going forward.  
 
That concludes the high-level overview. I will now turn it over to Tom to cover some details of the 
transaction. 
 

Tom Olivier 
 
Thanks Farhan.  I’d like to take a few minutes to walk through the DeSPAC transaction on Slide 36. We are 
valuing the Company with a total enterprise value of $1.4 billion at the close of the combination. That 
represents an implied pro forma enterprise value to revenue multiple of 3.3x for calendar year 2023. The 
purchase multiple assumes revenue of $419 million for 2023. 
 
The transaction is going to be funded via about $145 million in gross cash proceeds. The proceeds are to 
come from as follows: $100 million will come from additional financing that we will endeavor to raise here 
between signing and closing. Approximately $45 million is currently in the Arrowroot Acquisition Trust. 
 
As Matt alluded to earlier, the net cash proceeds that are going to the balance sheet here will be used to 
continue to fund research and development, and to pursue what we think will be a very robust M&A strategy. 
A portion of the cash may be used to extinguish existing debt. 
 
It’s important to note that both management and existing investors are rolling a very significant portion of 
their holdings into this transaction. We view this as not an endpoint, but a first step in the evolution of 
iLearningEngines to become a category defining entity going forward. 
 
On Slide 37 we provide a comp group split into two parts, the first are Ed Tech companies and the second 
are high growth mission critical software companies.  The key takeaway here is that iLearning is right at the 
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top end of the range in terms of expected 2023 revenue growth.  Their expected growth rate is well above 
the 25% average for the peer companies, with only Snowflake and Cloudflare expected to grow faster. 
 
On Slide 38 you can see the valuations of this peer group, and we think based on this investors will be 
getting in at an attractive valuation. As I said earlier, we're valuing iLearningEngines at approximately 3.3 
times current year's revenue. This is a significant discount to our public company peers, where the mean 
valuation is 9.2x. So we priced this deal at a value that we think delivers extreme value to shareholders 
coming into the transaction, and we expect their investment to drive our M&A and growth strategy. 
 
Looking finally at Slide 39 we are highlighting the scarcity of quality assets in the EDtech, and frankly, AI 
markets. We think iLE is going to be positioned as a premium asset. It has both scale and growth and 
proprietary technology, which we think will make it the category leader we've been talking about. 
  
With that, let me turn it back over to Harish to wrap things up. 
 

Harish Chidambaran 
 
Thanks Tom.  Like Tom mentioned, we are rolling almost all our equity into this transaction because we are 
very bullish about where we are taking this company. We have a chance to be a category defining company 
around learning and work automation. As a company we historically have had very top tier SaaS metrics, 
strong retention, strong sales, and efficiencies.  
 
We are a profitable high growth company at scale. We have a highly differentiated AI product that is filling 
an enormous need in the area of learning. This industry has significant tailwinds. We have a highly 
diversified base of customers, and we are very excited about our strategy ahead.  
 
We are building this on the back of a very strong, operationally focused Management team. Our focus is 
going to be on scaling that strong foundation further as we continue to grow. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 


